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PUBLISHING POETRY, CREATIVE NONFICTION, AND

PHOTOGRAPHY WITH A HEALING BENT

We believe that the creative power of storytelling, poetry, writing

allow light to shine in between the empty spaces. We believe that

this power transforms and inspires the writer as well as the reader. 

We believe that there needs to be more space made for individual

and collective stories that exemplify the intersection of art & healing

to be made. We believe we're helping to expand that space.

OUR WHY

Each quarter, since 2015, we have been publishing poetry, creative

nonfiction, and photography -- all with a healing bent -- from

around the globe. Our online journal features emerging and

established writers and artists. And, unlike many other literary

magazines, we will publish previously released pieces (why, as

writers, should we limit our work to only one pub?) :-). 

For our poets, writers, and photographers, 

we are focusing on "grief" in 2021. Some ask, "Why such a

heavy theme?" Our response is, "What's submitted doesn't have

to be heavy nor have to do specifically with grief. But we do

want to make space for the raw, the uncomfortable, the dark

even because we know it's part of the healing journey." 

(be sure to see our submission dates)

Because we want to reach as many as we can who are interested in

exploring art & healing, we host virtual #artandhealing popups

featuring an artist who will guide you through a creative practice,

and we have a blog that highlights "everyday people" using art as a

catalyst for healing! See what's coming up next on our website. 

OUR HOW

OUR WHAT

OUR 2021
SUBMISSION THEMES

stay in touch!

snapdagonjournal.com

IG & FB: snapdragonjournal

Tw: snapdragonjrnl

We are volunteer-run, and subscriptions (only $20 for the year) and  

memberships ($35 for annual subscriptions + perks) go to support

our infrastructure so that each quarter we can deliver a state-of-

the-art journal. We are planning for growth and have many new

initiatives coming. Make sure you sign up on our website to get our

emails and follow us on social media (details below).  



PUBLISHING POETRY, CREATIVE NONFICTION, AND

PHOTOGRAPHY WITH A HEALING BENT

 

we've published... 

 

BETWEEN 2015-2020

stay in touch!

snapdagonjournal.com

IG & FB: snapdragonjournal

Tw: snapdragonjrnl

"It's one of the best-looking, content-rich

online journals I've seen." 

- Carolyn

Close to 700 poets & writers

+

 25 photographers

 

 

throughout the US, France, Denmark, United

Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Japan, Philippines,

India, Greece, Nigeria, Ireland, Romania, Bulgaria,

Brazil, Spain, Bangladesh & Netherlands

+

we're still counting!

in our 24 journal issues +

 

15 artist interviews via our blog


